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SHIPPING WILL STAY AFLOAT IN GREEN TSUNAMI, BUT IT WILL BE COSTLY

The shipping industry is 'green' and is striving to become 'greener' which is certainly costing a lot of
'Green backs'. So said Intertanko's technical director Dragos Rauta, addressing the Greener Shipping
Summit 2017, in Athens this week. Though the industry is "facing a big green tsunami", Rauta said
"shipping is resilient" but it is up to the industry to ensure the "regulations being imposed upon it are
practical and will do their job".

While the industry's regulator, the Imo, seems to have won something of a victory with the Euro-
pean Parliament and European Union agreeing to revise the EU's Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)
to exclude shipping and allow Imo's CO2 reduction strategy to proceed, ship operators have to be
more proactive in putting their view, if regulations "are to be more realistic and holistic" it was
stressed at the summit, with it being suggested Greek shipping could do more in this respect. 

Indeed, many saw the EU's decision as a way of putting pressure on Imo. Rauta, Dimitrios Kostaras,
gm, Pantheon Tankers Management, Bureau Veritas' vp technology and business development, John
Kokarakis and Panos Zachariadis, technical director, Atlantic Bulk Carriers and regular member of
Greece's Imo delegation, all saw the decision as warning Imo to take action or else.

Whether this is the case or not, shipping is faced with challenges as the regulations continue to
come. As summit chairman, Kostaras stressed: "There is great uncertainty about what is required and
what will be achieved. We all need accurate information and should never make implementation a
last minute decision." Further he warned: "Be very careful about the choice of equipment, which is
largely untested, so make sure the equipment meets your needs."

Organised by Newsfront / Naftiliaki under the auspices of the Hellenic Marine Technical Managers
Association (Martecma), the Summit heard charterers are driving the move to implement regulations by
their choice of ship. Stavros Hatzigrigoris, md Maran Gas Maritime, and Martecma chairman, talking
about scrubbers and the financials involved noted oil majors are chartering VLCCs with scrubbers. 

A great deal was said about scrubbers and the SOx cap. "Engine makers love them," declared
Jesper Arvidsson of MAN Diesel & Turbo. "No engine modifications are usually needed, and if they
are they are minor." He said "fuel quality varies so much it causes many more problems for engines". 

The availability of low sulphur fuel was a concern, but Shell Marine said refiners and traders will be
ready. Maria Kyratsoudi, FOBAS specialist Lloyd's Register, said "as we head towards 2020 it will be
costly and those that decide to wait and ignore what is coming will create serious commercial distortion".

Though more ballast water treatment systems are being installed on ships, functional experience is
still limited, but a number of problems have surfaced. Further, there is concern those who applied
equipment early may have to retrofit.

Initial crew training and continuous updating of training was raised by many of the 25 speakers.

LONDON SEEKS CLARIFICATION ON COURT'S $1.9BN 'PRESTIGE' SPILL RULING

A Spanish court has established the huge amount of $1.9bn compensation to be paid for the Prestige
disaster in 2002. The tanker's P&I club, Steam-Ship Owners' Mutual Insurance Association (London
Club), said it remained "concerned at the direction that the Spanish Court has taken generally, includ-
ing in respect of the international CLC Convention."

The 1976-built Mare Shipping-owned Prestige broke in two and sank off Galicia while it was
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being towed away from the coast, spilling more than 50,000 tonnes of crude that reached the Iberian
beaches.

Spain's Coruna Provincial Court, which heard the original nine month trial and which acquitted
the master Apostolos Mangouras of an environmental crime, has now awarded the Spanish
government €1.573bn ($1.86bn), with €1.8m due to the region of Galicia and €61m to France, in
addition to other amounts for other organisations and individuals.

The amounts are owed by captain Mangouras and the London Club, up to a limit of $1bn. The rest
must come from the owner, Mare Shipping, and the International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds
(IOPC Funds).

The London Club said it looks "forward to clarification of and the opportunity to study the
findings in more detail before making further comment".

The London Club expects the case to move rapidly towards the enforcement phase, "which will be
resisted on grounds that the underlying liability judgment was unfair and, for the claims of the
Spanish and French states, additionally on the grounds the judgment is irreconcilable to the earlier
contested judgments of the UK Court". 

A judgment by the English Court of Appeal, dated April 1, 2015 upheld the application of the
club's terms including that arbitration be held in London and the concept of "pay to be paid". The
club further noted the master has an outstanding challenge before the European Court of Human
Rights against his conviction for serious environmental crime. These will also need to be considered.

Earlier this year, Spain's threat to press ahead with a demand for $1bn compensation from the
London Club led to a call for consistency in the way international conventions are applied. The
International Group (IG), the organisation linking the 13 leading P&I clubs, is joining forces with the
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) to press for more uniformity in turning conventions into
national laws and subsequent legal interpretations.

ECONOMOU: 'OCEAN RIG ABLE TO WAIT', DESPITE $234M LOSS

Ocean Rig reported a net loss of $234m for the 2017 third quarter as revenue declined 40% to
$200m from the same period a year ago and adjusted operating income fell 45% to $120.4m. The
Nasdaq-listed, George Economou-controlled drilling unit owner posted a net income of $38.9m in
the 2016 period. 

In what was being described as taking reverse stock splits to a new level, Ocean Rig announced a
1 for 9,200 reverse stock split effective September 21. The reverse split was the biggest ever by a
publicly listed company and followed Ocean Rig's filing for bankruptcy protection in March and
launching a restructuring of its multi-billion debt. During the restructuring process the company's
operations continued unaffected. 

"Following the successful completion of our restructuring, we now have the 'best in class' balance
sheet in the deepwater drilling industry that allows us to wait for the recovery in the underlying
market," said ceo Economou.

Completing the debt restructuring plan let it wipe out some $3.7bn in debt in exchange for new
equity in the company. The recapitalised firm will have $2.7bn in assets, $690m in cash and $567m
in debt.

As a result of the restructuring, Ocean Rig had a reorganisation gain of $1.07bn but also expe-
rienced non-cash losses of $1.05bn associated with the impairment of the book value on its drilling
units. It also saw non-cash losses of $204.6m related to issuing shares upon restructuring.

It also recorded non-cash write-offs of $47.2m associated with the discharge of the company's
previous term loan facilities and senior notes.

EU EXCLUDES SHIPPING FROM ETS, AT LEAST FOR NOW

The European Parliament and European Union member states have agreed a revision of the EU's ETS
(Emissions Trading Scheme) from which shipping is excluded – for the present at least.

After long negotiations the agreement represents something of a vindication of Imo's CO2

reduction strategy. The European Parliament had previously said it wanted to include shipping in the
EU ETS from 2023 onwards if Imo had made insufficient progress in this respect and reached no
global agreement to come into operation by 2021.

// continued page 4
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SOX, NOX, FUELS, BWTS, SOFT SKILLS, DATA COLLECTION COME INTO FOCUS

The availability of low sulphur fuel was a major concern for many attending this week's Greener
Shipping Summit 2017. Imo's decision to reduce the bunker fuel specification to 0.5% from January 1,
2020 is clear, however "there remains a great deal of uncertainty around the regulatory framework,
much of which may not become any clearer until 2019" according to Sara Lawrence, global technical
manager, Shell Marine.

"What is clear is that this industry change could result in up to 300m barrels per day of HSFO being
displaced by 0.5% sulphur fuel," she said. 

Kostas Vlachos, coo of CMM, said the changeover can not occur "overnight" without serious
economical consequences. "All stakeholders, regulators, refineries, owners, associations, makers and
states, have to play a very important and critical role for the effective, efficient and soft
implementation." He noted there are various options available for implementation along with
respective challenges and the pros and cons of each one of them must be considered carefully prior to
the final decision taken. "On the other hand the refineries based on actual demand vs supply data shall
decide for the proper investments timely so that compliant fuels would be available," he said.

Shell's Lawrence maintained "refineries are starting to prepare and will be ready". She said "in reality
all fuel options will have a role to play in meeting the legislation". "It is our view that at least initially, a
significant portion of this will be 0.5% fuel oils that are likely to differ from traditional fuel oils and
therefore similar challenges to those seen for the 0.1% ECA fuel should be anticipated," she said.

She was confident Shell will be able to supply across the fuel options, adding the lubricant choice is
determined by the fuel choice, the engine type and the operation. "Changes in fuels and lubricants and
the increased uncertainty re-emphasises the need for robust technical services, which can help to
reduce risk and minimise costs," said Lawrence.

Maria Kyratsoudi, FOBAS specialist, Lloyd's Register, said as we head towards 2020 it will be costly
and those who decide to wait and ignore what is coming will create serious commercial distortion.
"Using distillate fuels and ultra low sulphur fuel oils, is the most possible scenario for compliance for
the majority of the owners," she thought. 

LR has "already experienced compatibility and cold flow property issues as well problems with the
variation of the quality of these specific fuels in several key parameters. New ISO 8217:2017
addresses changing natures of the marine fuel products, with the future likely to see more synthetic
and renewables blended into the predominantly hydrocarbon fuels. "It will be a gradual transition to a
decreasingly conventional fuel mix to new types of fuels or means of compliance. Definitely there will
not be a single solution for everyone," said Kyratsoudi.

Are ballast water treatment systems working, was another question being asked. ABS' vessel
performance analyst Antony Vourdachas, noted there are currently six USCG Approved systems, some
USCG AMS and 60-plus with Imo Resolution MEPC.174(58) 2008 G8 Type approval. "Despite this, there
is a lack of feedback on the operational performance of the various treatment systems installed." He
said a questionnaire inquiring about challenges and lessons learned regarding installed BWTS systems
was sent to 27 shipowners, covering 220 vessels and eight technologies. "Analysing responses, only
14% of the systems installed are functioning satisfactorily. Another 14% are reported as totally
inoperable," he said. Dividing the challenges into hardware, software failures, logs and manual, spares
and maintenance "each technology type suffers from each problem to a varying degree".

A set of best practices has been developed, covering installation, commissioning, planning and
execution, training, operations, maintenance and repair, and contingency measures to assist owners
with the whole of the BWTS project.

The session on 'soft skills' or the art of encouraging personal attributes that enable someone to
interact effectively and harmoniously with other people, generated great interest. Panagiotis Koutris,
md Kristen Marine / Roxana Shipping and Intertanko committee member, outlined a project by OCIMF
and Intertanko to promote soft skills, while Stephen Bligh, senior principal consultant, DNV GL,
addressed the need for soft skills when it comes to inspections and audits.

Data collection and analysis and the technology that is available to help shipping become more
efficient, safer and greener, by meeting the demands of the regulators, was also widely discussed. 
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Now it appears a decision on any possible inclusion of shipping will be deferred until nearer 2023
itself, giving Imo time to progress with its 'roadmap' agreeing ambitious levels of CO2 reduction. The
two-stage 'roadmap' envisages drawing up an initial strategy by April 2018, and then adopting a
revised strategy by spring 2023.

"We think this demonstrates confidence within the EU institutions in the current progress being
made at the UN Imo to develop an ambitious strategy that will deliver additional CO2 reduction
measures, consistent with the shipping industry's own vision of zero emissions, as soon as possible,"
said Simon Bennett, International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) director of policy.

"We understand the date which the EU has agreed for when the European Commission will next
closely examine the progress that has been made globally is consistent with those time lines agreed
by all Imo member states," he said. Bennett explained the ICS hopes that no market-based measures
will need to be introduced after 2023 to incentivise reduction of shipping's emissions, for fear this
might distort competition, but if pressed would prefer a global bunker fuel levy to an ETS. 

Casper Andersen, director of EU Affairs at Danish Shipping, said: "We are very pleased the two
processes are now adapted to each other, instead of the EU impeding the current Imo work, [and]
would like to acknowledge the EU has found the right alignment here. The pressure is now on Imo to
deliver an ambitious strategy." He added, least Imo countries "have been given the time" necessary

The EU's ports organisation, Espo welcomes the decision. "We welcome the agreement between
the Parliament and the Council. The Imo is by far the right place to introduce a target and measures
for shipping emissions. We need global action but we need it on time," said Espo's secretary general,
Isabelle Ryckbost.

"There is a sense of urgency in order for the sector to contribute to the Paris objective to keep the
increase of global temperature well below two degrees. We believe that in that context five years for
achieving an agreement at global level is more than enough. The regular reporting should also help
the EU and its member states to sound the alarm if insufficient progress is made," she said. 

ENERGEAN REPORTEDLY EXPLORING FLOATING A LONDON IPO

Greece's sole oil producer Energean is considering listing on the London Stock Exchange to raise
cash for a $1.5bn development of gas fields off Israel's coast, sources familiar with the matter told
Reuters. The Prime Marine Group-backed Energean, said in a statement it was in the process of
developing Israel's Karish and Tanin offshore fields and was "engaged in a range of contracting and
financing discussions to achieve this."

"We are currently examining all options of funding the project's requirements," a company
spokesman said in an email, without saying if this included a public listing.

However, Reuters reports four sources, including three banking sources, say investment banks
Morgan Stanley and Citi were advising the firm on the initial public offering (IPO) process.

If management opted for an IPO, the listing would take place next year although it was unclear
how much cash Energean would seek to raise, the sources said.

Energean, a private exploration and production firm operating in the Eastern Mediterranean, and
private equity fund Kerogen Capital bought the Karish and Tanin licenses from Israel's Delek Group
in December 2016 for an upfront cost of $40m and $108.5m in contingent payments.

Energean expects to make a final investment decision on developing the fields, estimated to hold
2.4 trillion cuft of gas, by the end of this year. The development is expected to cost $1.3bn to $1.5bn,
according to Energean.

NAVIOS MARITIME PARTNERS BACK IN PROFIT AS BOX MLP CHIPS IN

NYSE-listed Navios Maritime Partners returned to profit in the third quarter of 2017, as new spin-off
Navios Maritime Containers chips in. Navios Partners reported earnings of $9.2m during the third
quarter, up from net loss of $33.9m in the same period last year.

Time charter and voyage revenue for Navios Partners, a spin-off of the Angeliki Frangou-led
Navios Maritime Holdings, came in at $60m, up from $50.3m a year earlier. Of this, $9.3m came
from master limited partnership Navios Containers from 1 July to 29 August 2017. The MLP was
formed earlier this year with the acquisition of three capesize and two panamax bulkers and 14
container vessels from Rickmers Maritime Trust.

continued from page 3 //
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Frangou, chairman and ceo of the Navios stable and of Navios Partners, said she was pleased with
the result. "Navios Partners is expected to generate significant cash flow, as it has no material near
term debt maturities and low leverage. Consequently, we were able to renew our drybulk fleet,
acquiring seven vessels and selling one vessel. This increased our fleet by 33%, on a dwt basis, and
reduced the average age of our vessels by 9%," she said.

The spin-off had 512 available days during the period with TCE amounting to $17,623 per day.
Revenue for Navios Partners for the period gained 0.7% to $50.7m from a year ago, primarily due to
increase in revenue following the acquisition of seven vessels this year. The purchase resulted in
available days for its fleet gaining to 3,178 days from 2,128 during the third quarter of 2016. TCE fell
to $15,588 per day from $16,968 per day a year earlier due to the sale of MS Cristina in January 2017.

Navios Partners' adjusted net income, which excludes a $4.1m gain in change of control from
Navios Containers', August 29, deconsolidation, came in at $6.1m, the same as a year earlier.

Navios Containers, November 9, raised $50m through private placement of 9.09m shares at $5.50
per share. This reduced Navios Partners' equity stake in Navios Containers to 33.7% from 39.9%.

Navios Containers will use the proceeds to partially finance acquiring four 2008-built baby pana-
max container ships for $96.8m. It also acquired two capesize vessels and one ultra-handymax vessel
for a total of $70.9m during the quarter.

Navios Partners has entered into medium to long-term t/c agreements with a remaining average
term of two years. It has currently contracted out 98.0% of available days for 2017, 36.1% for 2018
and 16.2% for 2019, including index-linked charters, respectively, expecting to generate revenues of
$168.8m, $89.3m and $54.7m, respectively. Average expected daily charter-out rate for the fleet is
$14,948, $21,769 and $24,972 for 2017, 2018 and 2019, respectively.

PYXIS TANKERS BACKS FUNDAMENTALS AND POSITIONS ITSELF FOR UPTURN

Nasdaq-listed product tanker operator, Pyxis Tankers announced a third quarter net loss of $1.32m,
down from $1.46m a year ago, but said it still believes in the fundamentals of the sector and has
positioned itself for an upturn in rates.

Overall revenue fell to $6.33m from $7.19m, but voyage costs and depreciation were also lower.
Chairman and ceo, Valentios Valentis said spot charter rates for MRs continued to be volatile during
the quarter but improved slightly overall. "As previously mentioned, we expected chartering activity
to be choppy for most of 2017. Consequently, we took the opportunity to increase our time charter
coverage for our MRs on a short-term basis," he said. "We believe this employment strategy positions
us to take advantage of improving rates in late fourth quarter."

Valentis said the company continues to believe in a longer term improvement in charter rates
moving into 2018 as the result of attractive market fundamentals. These include lower scheduled
deliveries of newbuild MRs, projected solid growth in consumption and increasing export-oriented
petroleum refinery cargoes." He said: "Over the long-term, we intend to maintain our mixed
chartering strategy".

The Maroussi, Athens-based company seeing itself as an emerging growth pure play product
tanker company reported its Ebitda was $800,000. 

Valentis said the company is pleased with its "disciplined, cost-effective operating structure, which
is evidenced by our fleet-wide daily operating expenses of $5,747 per vessel for the nine-month
period of 2017 representing a slight decrease over the same period in 2016".

As of September 30, 2017, the company's net funded debt stood at $64.7m, and the weighted
average interest rate was approximately 3.7% during the first nine months of 2017. There is no
scheduled balloon payment on bank debt until the second quarter of 2020, which enhances financial
flexibility.

"In the near-term, we will continue to pursue cost-effective, flexible capital alternatives. We
remain optimistic about the fundamentals of the product tanker market and believe that Pyxis Tankers
is positioned to take advantage of them," said Valentis.

For the nine months ended September 30, a net loss of $3.8m was incurred, compared to a net
income of $19,000, for the same period in 2016. The decrease was primarily due to a $3.9m decrease
in TCE revenues. In addition, during the second quarter of 2017, Pyxis recorded one-off expenses of
$300,000 associated with the termination of an equity offering in July 2017. For the first nine months
Ebitda was $2.6m, down from $6.6m for the same period in 2016.
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BETTER MARKETS BENEFIT EUROSEAS, BUT WRITEDOWNS HIT RESULTS

Stronger rates lifted drybulk and container ship owner Euroseas' third-quarter revenue 52% from a
year ago but still the Nasdaq-listed company saw losses up due to a non-cash impairment charge on
two vessels held for sale.

The Aristides Pittas-led company reported net revenues of $11.1m for the quarter, compared to
$7.2m a year earlier, but the net loss of $4.8m, was a slight rise on the $4.5m loss in the same 2016
quarter. The latest result includes a $4.5m writedown on vessels held for sale. 

Operating 14 vessels during the third quarter, the average TCE rate was $8,529 a day. Pittas said
drybulk and container ship markets were at "satisfactory levels" despite the typical seasonal
slowdown. He says the markets continue to right themselves with lower orderbook-to-fleet ratios and
"demand prospects are encouraging as the world economies seem to be recovering in a synchronised
fashion for the first time in several years".

"In light of this expectation, we are evaluating opportunities to secure longer term charters at rates
supporting our cash flow requirements and continue to position our assets to take advantage of
investment opportunities," said Pittas. 

He pointed out expansion of the fleet with the acquisition of five container vessels from Euromar
LLC in transactions with their lender banks. "Euromar, previously our jv with two private equity firms,
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Euroseas since September 2017," said Pittas, adding: "Furthermore,
we continue to explore ways to improve our liquidity and leverage our presence in the capital markets
and efficient operating cost structure to pursue merger and other growth opportunities." 

For the nine months of the year total net revenue was $29.4m and the net loss $8m, with the
average TCE being $7,978 a day.

Tasos Aslidis, cfo, said that as "charter contracts are renewed or replaced with ones reflecting the
higher market levels, we expect the average daily rates our vessels are earning to increase". 

Aslidis said that as of end September outstanding debt was $60m versus restricted and unrestricted
cash of $10.9m. Scheduled debt repayments over the next 12 months amounted to about $13.8m of
which $4.9m reflect a balloon payment "we are looking to refinance".

AEGEAN MARINE CONFIRMS LOSS OF $3.7M, DESPITE LIFTING REVENUES

Aegean Marine Petroleum reported a third-quarter loss that was at the lower end of its guidance due
to the unrelenting pressure on bunkering margins. The New York-listed company reported a $3.7m
loss for the third quarter of 2017 compared to a $10.6m profit a year earlier. 

Eight days ago, the company pre-announced its quarter loss would be between $3.4m and $4.4m
as it battles weak demand and competition which are eroding margins.

Revenue was up 18% from a year ago to $1.3bn. But gross profit fell 23% to $67.9m.
Jonathan McIlroy, Aegean's newly appointed president, said the company experienced an "extre-

mely challenging market environment during the third quarter of 2017." He continued: "Despite
modest improvement in some segments of the shipping industry, the oil markets and the marine fuel
sector remain under great pressure with intense competition leading to further margin deterioration."

He noted the company's expansion efforts with bunkering operations in US East Coast port of
Savannah and the US Virgin Islands. But it has also scaled back operations in Singapore, Gibraltar
and the US West Coast. Indeed, Aegean has ended physical supply operations in Singapore, and plans
laying up ships.

McIlroy said that overall, the company expects $24m in cost savings this year, with plans to raise
cost savings to $30m.

CYPRUS STRIVING TO BECOME BUSINESS AND INVESTMENT DESTINATION

Cyprus is striving to become a world-class destination for business and investment, President Nicos
Anastasiades, said on November 13. Cyprus continues to be a highly competitive centre for inter-
national businesses, offering a platform for operations and preferential access to markets like Europe,
Middle East, North Africa and Asia, said Anastasiades.

Anastasiades said the government was now focusing on attracting investors in the productive
sectors of the economy and efforts have yielded results. Foreign Direct Investment has seen a 9.1%
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rise in 2016, compared to the previous year, which was the second largest increase at EU level, the
president said.

"This is my government's most important priority, following the restoration of the state's and the
financial system's credibility," he said. "The majority of economic sectors in Cyprus present growth
opportunities: energy, tourism, shipping, real estate, education, health, transport, research and in-
novation."

Anastasiades made his comments when he received the credentials of the new ambassador of
Luxembourg, Paul Steinmetz.

Steinmetz said both countries are well aware of the importance of connectivity and both specialise
in developing connectivity in financial services. "We need to look into possibilities and especially
develop flight connectivity between our countries," the ambassador said. He congratulated Anasta-
siades for "steering your country through the troubled years after 2013. The economy of Cyprus is
doing well and the growth forecast was recently revised upwards".

On the Cyprus issue, he said Luxembourg greatly regrets the problem remains unresolved despite
the best efforts of all parties over many decades. Luxembourg, he stressed, "is fully in support of the
efforts of your country to reach a comprehensive settlement aiming at the reunification of the island,
in accordance with the relevant UNSC resolutions".

Anastasiades reiterated Cyprus' deep appreciation for Luxembourg's strong support to efforts to
end the unacceptable status quo and reunite the country and its people. He said it is "our unwavering
determination to end the division of the island and our commitment to exert every effort to reach a
comprehensive settlement".

The president said he is confident Cyprus and Luxembourg can continue to constructively work
together and intensify their close cooperation even further in many fields, including new ones, from
economy to innovation and entrepreneurship, and from tourism to culture and education.

COSCO CHALLENGES SHIPPING MINISTRY'S 'CATCH-ALL' BILL

The legal counsel of Piraeus Port Authority (PPA), Iphigenia Vourdoumi raised the issue in the Greek
parliament of a violation of the terms of the contract for the Cosco concession of the PPA. During a
November 14 discussion of the 'catch-all' bill tabled by the Shipping and Island Policy ministry, she
expressed concerns about an article covering the ports waste management.

During the hearing of the Committee on Production and Trade of the Parliament, she stressed that
Article 106 on waste management "substantially violates" the concession agreement between the
Cosco-controlled PPA and the Greek state. In particular, she argued the PPA's right to either manage
the waste itself or to sublet it has already been settled in the concession contract and has even referred
to a specific provision, which states "it is not permissible to change the terms of the contract by
legislation".

Vourdoumi also warned that if the PPA is not explicitly excluded or if the provision is not with-
drawn, then the PPA will have a "right to compensation". She noted the PPA has launched an inter-
national tender for the waste management service where any foreigner, EU or non-EU provider, can
take part. However, this article of the draft law provides for compulsory registration in the waste
register, not allowing to foreign providers to participate.

At the same meeting, the president of the Association of Greek Passenger Shipping Companies
(SEEN), Michael Sakelis said he was in favour of the ship-waste regulations promoted by the Ship-
ping ministry.

Meanwhile, the Cosco-managed and owned PPA has emerged as a "must stop" for any Chinese
delegation considering an investment or business move in the Greece. Since the assumption of PPA's
management in August 2016 along with the purchase of a majority stake in the previously state-
owned and managed port, the Cosco-appointed leadership of the port authority has received dozens
of business delegations from China.

Among would-be Chinese investors considering a foray into the Greek market include a major
construction company, Air China - which recently inaugurated a direct Athens-Beijing-Athens route -
the China Development Bank, which is eyeing the opening of a branch in Athens, a number of China-
based tour operators, energy corporations and even high-flying e-retailer Alibaba. All have had meet-
ings with the port authorities' executives.

Shanghai-based Cosco's subsidiaries are also considering possible investments affiliated with the
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The surge in tanker orders seen in the first six months of 2017 has eased considerably in the second half

of the year, says Gibson Shipbrokers reporting that "in the first half of 2017, 139 tankers above

25,000dwt had been ordered, double the level for the whole of 2016" but just 37 units have been

ordered since July.

"In the VLCC segment, nine firm orders have been placed, versus 38 during the first half of the

year," said Gibson, adding the drop is more dramatic in the suezmax and LR2/aframax segments. "Just

four suezmaxes and two units in the LR2 / aframax size group have been ordered over the past four

months, versus 16 and 44, correspondingly, between January and June 2017," it says.

"The only sector that has remained somewhat active is the MR segment, where 39 orders were placed

in the first half of the year and another 22 orders since. Yet, even at these levels ordering activity is still

limited, particularly when compared with investment levels witnessed back in 2012/13, when 340 MR

orders were placed," said the shipbroker, blaming the accelerating turmoil in the tanker market which is

undoubtedly a contributing factor to the latest slowdown in appetite for investment in new tonnage.

However, Greek shipbroker, Intermodal says though activity is slower deals are still being done,

"with the dry bulker sector attracting most of the investment interest" adding this is "perfectly aligning

with the trend in the second-hand market". Inter-

modal said most of the dry bulk orders concern

vessels of bigger tonnage, with kamsarmax and

newcastlemaxes being the most popular of late. 

"The revived love for dry bulk newbuildings

has undeniably been supporting Chinese yards,

still the most popular destination for orders in the

sector, that have been struggling to survive amidst

the significant slowdown in dry bulk ordering in

the past couple of years," said Intermodal. 

Greece's Allied Shipbroking says many peo-

ple have been left with questions and uncertainty

in terms of what to expect next. "With the dry sec-

tor taking the lead, a healthier flow of new ordering has been created, keeping things very interesting."

The broker says the tanker segment has seen much uncertainty along with tight earnings which have

hampered potential investment. "On the other hand, with the freight market in the dry bulk segment

NEWBUILDINGS

GREEK MARKET REPORT

shipping sector, with Cosco Shipyards closely following developments in Greece's troubled shipyards
and repairs sector – as the majority of units are located within a short sailing distance of Piraeus port.

Questions arise about Cosco's overall experience in doing business in recession-battered Greece,
and then extend into details, such as the tax regime, Greece's bureaucracy and labour issues as
organised labour movements and a relevant framework, are minimal or non-existent in China.

Another concern, is the regime imposed by capital controls in the country as Chinese delegations
often broach the risk of their capital being "trapped" in Greece.

Currently, ahead of the submission and ratification of a master plan by PPA to the relevant
shipping ministry, the PPA is pushing through with new or maturing investments worth €63m. A
floating dry dock able to service vessels of up to 80,000dwt has already been ordered from China for
positioning in the ship repair zone of Perama, between the main passenger port and Cosco's container
and car terminals.
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showing signs of continued strength and resisting any

significant downward movements, we should see

prices firming for modern second-hand sale units in

the coming weeks. If this trend is strong enough it

should in turn push owners to return to the yards if

they see second hand units as too costly and not worth

the premium of having the asset now".

Overall, there are reports of up to six vessels being

finalised by Greek interests in recent days. China's

Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding has received the bal-

ance of a first installment on what will be the country's

first floating storage and regasification unit newbuild-

ing from George Procopiou's Dynagas. The deal was

signed sometime ago and there is still speculation as

to which project the unit could be directed at.

Hudong-Zhonghua has started work on it first FSRU,

but is giving no details of the shipowner behind the order. The Dynagas units are of 174,000cumtr and

are for 2019 and 2010 delivery and said to be costing $230 to $260m each. 

Up to four kamsarmaxes have been booked report brokers. Downtown Athens-based W-Marine /
Triantafyllakis is reported to have booked two 81,000dwt bulkers at China's Taizhou Kouan for deliv-

ery in 2019 at a price of $24.5m each. Voula, Athens-based Aquavita International SA, has inked one

firm, one option 82,000dwt kamsarmaxes at the same Chinese yard with delivery 2020.

Greeks are undoubtedly the leading players in the s&p market, but when it comes to buying distressed

tonnage, they are second to US-based owners. In 2017, US owners have been snapping up vessels sold

at bank sales and in auction deals, reports VesselsValue.

Asset values reached a 25-year low for bulkers, containers and offshore vessel types in 2016, with a

spike in the number of bankruptcies and vessel seizures by banks. US owners have been buying these

vessels sold at auction or at bank sales, spending

$624m on 52 distressed vessels so far. This comes

in at just under double what Greece has spent,

$385m on 20 vessels.

In 2016, US companies did not buy any vessels

at bank sales or at auction, showing a marked shift

in behavior. JP Morgan Global Maritime alone has

purchased 12 vessels for $250.15m, while Eagle

Bulk has swooped on nine units worth $153m.

Buyer of most units is Navios Maritime Part-
ners, taking Rickmers Maritime Trust's 14-ship

container fleet for $113m in April.

Many in the markets are confident continued scrapping and a reduction in ordering will balance out

supply and demand, bringing asset values back in line. Savvy investors have been getting involved in

the last 12 months in order to capitalise on the rebounding asset value.

SALE & PURCHASE

Market information published in Newsfront is confidential and for our subscribers’ use only, 
and is without guarantee. No action should be taken on the basis of this information 
without prior independent confirmation. Errors brought to the Editor’s attention 

will be corrected in a subsequent issue of this newsletter.
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This week the s&p market has seen activity, with Allied Shipbroking reporting "a stronger prefer-

ence for older vintage units over modern ones". "We expect prices for modern second hand units to

hold their values due in part to most owners not being sellers in this firming freight market, while own-

ers of recently acquired tonnage looking to be more likely candidates as sellers, especially if they pur-

chased these assets back in 2016," said Allied.

On the tanker front, Allied believes the lack of deals is partially due to the deteriorating freight mar-

ket. "It's likely selling owners are reluctant to come down to buyer's levels and thus we have not seen

many transactions concluded. We expect the second hand tanker market to continue to falter for the

next few months, until the oil market starts to show a more bullish face which should rekindle the

freight market."

This week we report a dozen trading deals involving Greek interests, seven bulkers, four tankers and

a container ship. Eight of the deals are purchases, five of them bulk carriers. All the deals involve "un-

identified buyers" though PrimeBulk is being linked to the 2003 aframax, Singapore Voyager,

105,850dwt, built 2003. The price is being put at $10.4m after some seven buyers are said to have inspect-

ed the tanker, including active buyer, Avin International. The Paul Coironis-led PrimeBulk operates

seven bulkers and two LR1 tankers, so if the deal cements it will represent something of a diversification. 

Voula, Athens-based Erasmus Shipinvest is selling its oldest bulker the 77,663dwt Glory Pegasus,

built 1998. The Mitsui-built ship has fetched some $7.8m, according to brokers, a firm price.

We also report the deal announced by Dorian LPG Management which sees the 82,320cumtr LPG

carrier Corsair, 54,336dwt, built 2014 in Hyundai HI, leave the fleet for $65m, with 12-years charter

back, with two year options to repurchase. 

Market sentiment in the ships demolition segment remains a big unknown, as the lack of tonnage is

coupled with a general apathy from the side of cash buyers as well, leaving shipbroker Clarkson Pla-

tou Hellas to wonder "what is happening to the market?" 

"There still appears so much uncertainty around that we are all left in limbo as to which direction we

are heading" says the broker. The broker continues "despite the lack of tonnage, reports suggest that

there is surprisingly a general apathy from the actual ship recyclers making it very hard to judge market

sentiment. Asking cash buyers for an indicative price in today's market for a particular vessel is intrigu-

ing at this current time. 

"Without any real transparency and confidence, the price differential between varied cash buyers

could be a $20/lwt gap. Thus, only when several sales are reported do we ascertain the true value of a

unit and market sentiment. These are interesting times for the recycling industry as we turn the final

corner towards the end of the year. We certainly had expected to see more supply than is currently being

witnessed, however with the dry freight rates now seeing a negative change in rates, maybe a shift of

owners mentality towards the recycling market may be seen", said the shipbroker.

BULKERS

l Atlantic Treasure, Panamanian flag, 21,211 / 33,401dwt, built 2008 (Shin Kochi Jyuko, Kochi,

Japan), double hull, 5 holds / 5 hatches, 4 x 30.7-tonne cranes, (Mitsubishi 8,498bhp), has been sold by

Abojeb / Doun Kisen of Japan to unidentified Greek buyers for $10.4m. D / D due September 2018.

l Fighter (ex-New Glory, ex-Tango Glory), Marshall Islands flag, 26,555 / 48,193dwt, built 2001

(Oshima Shipbuilding, Saikai, Japan), double bottom, 5 holds / 5 hatches, 4 x 30-tonne cranes, cargo

heating coils, (Sulzer 10,120bhp), has been sold by Load Line Marine of Greece to unidentified

buyers for between $8m and $8.2m.

l Glory Mercy, Hong Kong flag, 24,118 / 37,302dwt, built 2010 (Huatai HI (Nantong), Rugao,

DEMOLITION
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China), LMC, UMS, CSR, ShipRight, 5 holds / 5 hatches, 4 x 30-tonne cranes, ice class 1C, (Wartsila

10,018bhp), has been sold by Global Marine Ship Management of China to unidentified Greek inte-

rests for $9.5m.

l Glory Pegasus (ex-C.S. Pegasus, ex-Energy Pegasus), Panamanian flag, 43,351 / 77,663dwt, built

1998 (Mitsui E & SB, Tamano, Japan), 5 holds / 5 hatches, (B&W 13,899bhp), has been sold by

Erasmus Shipinvest / Glory Ships of Greece / Singapore to unidentified buyers for $7.8m. S / S, D / D

due next March.

l Grasshopper (ex-Kittiwake, ex-Taurus, ex-Trident Unity), UK flag, 30,000 / 53,146dwt, built 2002

(Imabari Shipbuilding, Marugame, Japan), LMC, UMS, strengthened for heavy cargoes, 5 holds / 5

hatches, 4 x 30-tonne cranes, (MAN - B&W 12,889bhp), has been sold by British Marine of the UK

to undisclosed Greek interests for $9m.

l Kittiwake (ex-IVS Kittiwake), Singapore flag, 19,995 / 32,555dwt, built 2007 (Kanda Zosensho,

Kawajiri, Japan), 5 holds / 5 hatches, 4 x 30.5-tonne cranes, (Mitsubushi 9,001bhp), has been sold by

Mitsui OSK Lines of Japan to unidentified Greek buyers for $8.95m.

l Nord Venture, Panamanian flag, 43,012 / 82,211dwt, built 2009 (Tsuneishi Holdings Corp SB,

Fukuyama, Japan), 7 holds / 7 hatches, (MAN - B&W 13,202bhp), has been sold by Phoenix Co Ltd of

Japan to unidentified Greek buyers for between $18m and $18.5m, with S / S due in November 2019.

TANKERS

l Cap Georges, Greek flag, 81,148 / 146,652dwt, built 1998 (Samsung HI, Geoje, South Korea, 12

tanks, 3 cargo pumps, ice capable, cargo heating coils, (B&W 22,921bhp), has been sold by Euronav

of Greece / Belgium to unidentified buyers for $9.8m with S / S due in January.

l Corsair, Bahamas flag, 48,060 / 54,336dwt, built 2014 (Hyundai HI, Ulsan, South Korea),

82,320cumtr LPG carrier, (MAN - B&W 21,860bhp), has been sold by Dorian LPG Management of

Greece to undisclosed buyers for $65m, with 12-years charter back, with two year options to re-

purchase. 

l Skamandros, Liberian flag, 81,229 / 158,491dwt, built 2012 (Sungdong S & ME, Tongyeong,

South Korea), LMC, UMS, IGS, ShipRight, 12 tanks, 3 cargo pumps, (MAN - B&W 25,370bhp), has

been sold by Westgate Tankships of Greece to unidentified buyers for an undisclosed price.

l Singapore Voyager, Panamanian flag, 56,365 / 105,850dwt, built 2003 (Namura Shipbuilding,

Imari, Japan), 12 tanks, 3 cargo pumps, (MAN - B&W 16,002bhp), has been sold by MK Centennial

Maritime of the Netherlands to unidentified Greek interests (reportedly PrimeBulk) for $10.4m, with

S / S due in January. 

CONTAINER SHIPS

l Milano (ex-Hanjin Milano, ex-Sui Tai Rickmers, ex-Pingel Rickmers), Marshall Island flag, 40,542 /

50,506dwt, built 2009 (Jiangsu Newyangzi Shipbuilding, Jiangsu, China), 4,253teu, 1 tunnel thruster

(f), (MAN - B&W 49,707bhp), has been sold by Rickmers Shipmanagement of Germany to unidenti-

fied Greek interests for an undisclosed price.

Bulletin Board
page 23

People & Places
page 21

With some 533 delegates representing 161
companies and organisations from 15 countries

signed up to spend eight hours, November 14, at the
Greener Shipping Summit 2017 at the Eugenides

Foundation, there was much to discuss, indeed
debate as to the best way ahead for shipping in an

ever more crowded regulatory regime. Under the
general focus: 'New Requirements – The Horizon is
Crowded', the event was organised by Newsfront /

Naftiliaki in conjunction with, and under the auspices
of Greek shipping's technical body, Martecma.

From the Marketplace
page 18
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UPDATES

l Double hull bulker Santa Celia, Panamanian flag, 77,1712dwt, built 2009 in Oshima Shipbuilding,

Japan, Reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 17, as sold by Mitsubishi Ore Transport of Japan to undisclosed

Greek interests for $15.5m. It went to Glory Ships, Singapore affiliated with Erasmus Shipinvest of

Greece, and has been re-named Agri Queen.

l Bulker Ametrin, Liberian flag, 56,855dwt, built 2011 in Jiangsu Hantong Ship HI, China, reported

Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 19, as sold by BBG-Bremer of Germany to unidentified Greeks for $11m. It did

not come to Greeks, but to Bluefield Maritime / Union Marine Manager, of Singapore and is now the

Pure Trader and has raised the Singapore flag. 

l General cargoship Blue Image, Panamanian flag, 24,228dwt, built 1996 in Imabari Shipbuilding,

Japan, reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 19, as sold by Stavros Roussos Management & Chartering of

Greece to unidentified buyers (may be a scrap sale) for an undisclosed price. It went to African

Express of Rumania, is re-named Islander and has raised the Palau flag.

l Tanker MTM Princess, Singapore flag, 20,963dwt, built 1999 in Shin Kurushima Dockyard, Japan,

reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 19, as sold by MT Maritime of Singapore to unidentified Greek

operators for between $10.7m and $11m. It did not come to Greeks but went to Hongkong Zhoushan

Yahai Shipping of China, is re-named Rainbow Island 77 and has raised the Panamanian flag.

l Bulker Navios Horizon, Panamanian flag, 50,346dwt, built 2001 in Mitsui E & SB, Japan, reported

Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 20, as sold by Navios Shipmanagement of Greece to unidentified buyers for

between $6.5m and $6.8m. It went to Hainan Huarong Shipping of China, is re-named Hua Sheng 01

and has raised the Chinese flag.

l Bulker Ocean Diamond, Panamanian flag, 53,503dwt, built 2007 in Iwagi Zosen, Japan, reported

Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 20, as sold by Okouchi Kaiun of Japan to unidentified Greek interests for an

undisclosed price. It did not come to Greeks, but went to Lumoso Pratama Line of Indonesia, is now

the Lumoso Harmoni and has raised the home flag.

l Tanker Oana, Panamanian flag, 6,474dwt, built 2008 in Zhenjiang Sopo Shiprepair & Building,

China, reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 31, as sold by Antares Shipmanagement of Greece to

undisclosed buyers for $2.8m, updated Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 41 as not sold. Now in a third auction it

has gone to Seaven Tanker Management of Greece, is now trading as the Seaven Voyager and is

flying the Greek flag. 

l The bulker pair Tiger Anhoui and Tiger Shanghai, Hong Kong flag, 63,542dwt, built 2014 in

Chengxi Shipyard, China, reported Newsfront Nr 32, as sold by Greathorse Shipping of China to

undisclosed Greek buyers for $19m each. This deal failed. The two ships and sister Tiger Tianjin,

built 2015, is reported sold enbloc for $64m, probably to Scorpio Group of Italy.

l Tanker Resolve, Singapore flag, 46,048dwt, built 2004 in STX Shipbuilding, (Jinhae Shipyard),

South Korea, reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 38, as sold by Transpetrol Maritime Services of Belgium

to unidentified Greek interest for $11.2m. It went to Palermo SA of Greece, is now the Buddha and

has raised the Liberian flag.

l Bulker Archigetis, Cypriot flag, 81,076dwt, built 2011 in Hyundai HI, South Korea, reported

Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 40, as sold by Archipelago Shipping of Greece to unidentified buyers for an

undisclosed price. It went to Halkidon Shipping of Greece.

l The 4,249teu container ship Jules Verne, Liberian flag, 50,466dwt, built 2010 in Jiangsu Newyangzi

Shipbuilding, China, reported Newsfront, Vol 18, Nr 40, as being sold by Norddeutsche Reederei

Schuldt GmbH KG of Germany to unidentified Greek interests for $10.3m. It went to Navios Ship-

management, and has been re-named the Navios Tempo.

l Double bottom bulker Benchmark, Panamanian flag, 70,529dwt, built 1998 in Sanoyas Hishino

Meisho, Japan, reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 41, as sold by Shih Wei Navigation of Taiwan to
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unidentified Greek interests for $5.8m. It went to Dianik Bross Shipping Corp, and is now the

Captain Stefanos M.

l Bulker Jewel of Kure, Panamanian flag, 55,869dwt, built 2011 in IHI Marine United, Japan,

reported Newsfront Vol 18 Nr 41, as sold by Misuga Kaiun of Japan to unidentified Greek interests

for an undisclosed price. It went to Ivy Shipping / Marla Shipmanagement, is now the Ivy Delta and

has raised the Marshall Islands flag.

l Navios Maritime Holdings has increased its notes offering to $305m as it priced at 11.25%. The

debt is due in 2022 and was originally announced last week as a $300m sale. The notes will be secured

by unencumbered assets in each of the Navios subsidiaries: Navios Maritime Partners, Navios
Maritime Acquisition, Navios South American Logistics and Navios Maritime Containers. They

will refinance $291m in unsecured notes that are maturing in February 2019.

l European Union (EU) Finance ministers are calling for a blacklist of tax havens to be drawn up for

approval next month. However, they were divided over how to impose sanctions on countries that

help tax avoidance, which is often legal.

Reuters reports the ministers made the issue the main topic of their monthly meeting after release of

the 'Paradise Papers', a trove of financial documents mostly from offshore law firm Appleby. The

papers made public the tax affairs of numerous companies and investors.

To reduce the appeal of jurisdictions that charge little or no taxes, EU ministers discussed plans for a

common blacklist. "There was strong support for the idea of moving forward quickly," Estonia's

Finance minister Toomas Tõniste, who holds the EU's rotating presidency, told reporters. He said

"most countries" wanted the adoption of the list next month, tacitly acknowledging however that not all

the 28 EU member states were equally keen to go that fast.

Jurisdictions in the limelight include offshore banking centres such as Jersey and Bermuda. But

some EU countries, notably Luxembourg and Malta have also been criticised for acting as tax havens.

The main sticking point for the EU is whether blacklisted countries should be subject to sanctions.

"I am not sure if there will be sanctions," an EU official said, citing differences among member

states, who need to unanimously back proposals on tax matters.

Luxembourg and Malta, for example, said that sanctions would be unnecessary because investors

would be deterred from putting money in highlighted tax havens, an EU official who attended the

meeting said. But many other EU countries want real punishment for non-cooperative jurisdictions

accused of drawing away tax revenues from EU states.

An existing list of tax havens compiled by the Oecd, currently includes only Trinidad and Tobago.

By contrast, the EU is currently screening about 50 countries that may not respect the bloc's criteria on

tax cooperation.

l No seizures to report this week.

l Seized early November, 2017 by a private creditor in pursuit of a €23,060.73 claim in an action

against the registered owners, Lasithiotiki Anonymi Naftiliaki Eteria (LANE Lines) and set for

auction in failed proceedings last time on April 9, 2014, the 6,386gt Vitsentzos Kornaros, ex-Pride of

Winchester, has once again been listed for hammering down, this time on December 13, 2017. Lying

in Salamis, this 1976-built ro-ro vessel is carrying a start-up price of €800,000. 

SHIP FINANCE

SEIZURES

AUCTIONS
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Every year, the Clarkson Reserach Services' Shipping Intelligence Weekly invites predictions of the

value of the ClarkSea Index at the start of November the following year. Last week the ClarkSea Index

stood at $12,323/day, up 31% on the 2016 average level. This reflects some improvements in shipping

market conditions, but how did it match up to the views of the Clarksons survey? 

It might be the general perception that shipping industry players should be an optimistic bunch.

Markets are extremely volatile (VLCC spot earnings are 2.5 times more volatile than the FTSE-100;

see SIW 1,220), and shipowners after all are

paid to take the risk of controlling the assets

on the water. When shipping markets have

been in the doldrums, one might still expect

that participants do their level best to retain

a positive outlook.

However, the entries in the 2017 ClarkSea

Index competition tell a different story. As

the graph shows, the index on November 3

stood at $12,323/day, but 70% of the predic-

tions stood below that level, with 51% of

entries below $11,000/day and 26% south of

$10,000/day. It seems en-trants weren't so

optimistic about the year ahead back in

November 2016 after all. Average entry,

however, was $11,519/day, just 7% lower than the actual outcome.

Clarksons believe 'battle fatigue' since the onset of the global economic downturn might explain

some of this behaviour. Since the start of 2009 the ClarkSea Index has averaged $11,694/day. That's a

significant drop from the boom period 2002-08 when the index averaged $25,543/day, and a mighty

way short of the average in the first three quarters of 2008 of $38,283/day. Since 2008 the annual index

average has surpassed $12,500/day only twice. Perhaps it's no wonder market watchers didn't feel so

bullish at the start of last year, eight years into the downturn with the ClarkSea Index "standing at a fair-

ly sickly $9,207/day".

"So this year, the market appears to have surpassed the expectations of many, based on our competition

at least. As the graph shows, the average index level this year so far stands at $10,462/day. In the first half

of the year the index averaged $10,040/day but with improvements in the bulk carrier sector and container

ship gains holding, in the second half so far the index has averaged $11,071/day, topping the $13,000/day

mark in October. Modest gains in a wider context, but still something to provide some cheer."

So Clarksons concludes: "For most however, the actual ClarkSea Index level, on November 3,

meant they had set their sights too low. Having said that, 30% did predict levels above the actual index

outcome and 27% of entries fell within $1,000/day of the eventual value. The closest prediction had the

foresight to predict the actual level within a range of just $73/day."

Meanwhile, the Baltic Exchange's main sea freight index, was falling at the beginning of the week

dragged down by weaker rates across all vessel categories. November 13, the overall index, was at

1,445 points and with one day of the week to go it was down to 1,361 points.

The capesize index snapped its five-session gaining streak and lost a fraction to be at 3,351 points

and average daily earnings fell $156 to $22,457. By November 16 it was down to 3,084 points with

average daily earnings down to $20,626. The panamax index was in decline and November 16 stood at

1,298 points from 1,387 points at the opening of the week, with average daily earnings at $10,408, a loss

of over $720 in four days. Among indexes tracking rates for smaller vessels, the supramax index lost to

end at 849 points though the handysize index was pretty steady at just over 640 points.

GREEK FIXTURES
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NYSE-listed Diana Shipping / Palios has entered into a t/c contract with Phaethon International Co

for the 73,546dwt panamax bulker Naias, built 2006, for a gross rate of $10,000 for between 15 and 18

months commencing November 24. Naias was previously chartered to Glencore Rotterdam, at a gross

rate of $7,500. The latest employment is anticipated to generate $4.35m gross revenue for the mini-

mum period.

In the tanker sector a number of fixtures have come to light involving Greek owners. Sun Enter-

prises / G Livanos is understood to have fixed the 72,000dwt product tanker newbuilding Amazon

Falcon, to Petrobras for a year with an option for a second year at $14,500 a day. Petrobras is under-

stood to be paying premium charter rates due to the current political turmoil in Brazil.

London shipbrokers say the 70,313dwt Theodosia, built 2004, has been chartered by Navig8 for the

same period at $11,500 a day. Navig8 is operating the Halkidon Shipping's vessel in its LR8 product

tanker pool for LR1 tankers.

Eco Tankers / Tomasos is said to have fixed the 52,000dwt Altair, built 2017, for two years at

$15,000 per day, in a deal with Sweden's Stena Weco. Brokers say an average rate on a two-year MR

tanker is likely $14,000 per day.

Navios Maritime Acquisition / Frangou has secured two charters from oil major Chevron for two

of its MRs, the 49,000dwt, 2009-built pair, Nave Orbit and Nave Equator, for a firm year plus an

optional second year. NYSE-listed Navios told investors the Nave Orbit has been booked for $13,500 a

day for the firm period plus $14,750 per day during the optional year. Nave Equator will earn $13,000

a day for the first year and $14,250 if the vessel goes for a second year. Navios also said the 49,990dwt

Nave Aquila, built 2012, was chartered to an undisclosed company for a similar period, with the firm

year at $13,000 daily and the optional year at $14,250 per day. The three charters represent about

$14.5m in revenue backlog.

It also being reported Avin International has fixed the 50,000dwt Kriti Emerald built 2005, to ST

Shipping.

Tsakos Energy Navigation (TEN) has taken delivery of the ice-class aframax Bergen TS, the last in

the 15 vessel, – pre-employed on long-term business–, growth programme, which increased the size of

TEN's fleet by 30% over the last 18 months. With 65 vessels fully operational, the fleet's minimum rev-

enue backlog comes to $1.3bn with average contract duration of 2.5 years.

"With the largest growth in the company's history, successfully and timely completed, TEN is well

positioned to take advantage of market opportunities as they will appear," said Nikolas P. Tsakos,

TEN's president and ceo. "The fully employed renewal programme is expected to significantly con-

tribute to TEN's bottom line and solidify the fleet's income visibility and cash generation from now and

into the future," said Tsakos.

Already at 2017 highs, spot rates for LNG could see more seasonal strength, according to Cool Pool

managing member Morten Nielsen. Cool Pool members include Dynagas, GasLog and Golar LNG.

On an investor call hosted by Wells Fargo, Nielsen said spot LNG rates for tri-fuel vessels doubled

from mid-summer to hover around $65,000 per day in October. The current spot rates are now covering

round-trip costs for LNG carriers, he said.

Nielsen says the strength comes from seasonal demand, the arbitrage from the US Gulf to Asia and

the increased amount of cargoes coming from the US. Those cargoes are under term contract so they

must be lifted, Nielsen says. But spot ship availability remains tight. He said: "The demand has been

structural - with volumes being lifted due to requirement, not based on opportunity."

Statoil has taken a number of smaller gas carriers in several charters. The Norwegian oil major has

taken the 12,000cumtr Eletson Gas ethylene carrier Kithnos, built 2016, fixed for two years — with an

option for three more years. While no rate has been announced it is believed the deal will fetch a rate of

about $500,000 per month. The ship operates in Eletson's E3 Pool with Evergas.

Nasdaq-listed StealthGas / Vafias has also done business with Statoil. The 5,000cumtr Gas Myth,

built 2006, has been extended for another year at $280,000 per month and the 3,500cmtr Gas Legacy,
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built 2011, has been fixed for six months — with an option for six more months — at $225,000 per

month.

TIME CHARTER

F Glory Dina, built 2004, 28,343dwt, del Pohang, t/c trip via CIS, intention coal, $7,300 daily, redel

China, Prompt, (Dahua).

F Vigorous, built 2013, 33,500dwt, del Szcecin, t/c trip, $11,500 daily, redel Italy, Prompt, (Tribulk).

F Adastra, built 2002, 46,493dwt, del Skaw, t/c trip via Denmark, $12,250 daily, redel Nemrut,

Prompt, (Merbulk).

F Evans, built 2009, 53,507dwt, del Kohsichang, t/c trip, intention clinker $10,000 daily, redel

Chittagong, Prompt, (Exsquare Shipping).

F Arion, built 2003, 53,806dwt, del passing Gibraltar west bound, t/c trip via South Spain, intention

clinker and gypsum $12,350 daily, redel West Africa, Prompt, (Weco Bulk).

F Filia Glory, built 2011, 58,018dwt, del Caofeidian, t/c trip, approx $7,250 daily, redel Surabaya,

Prompt, (S Korean charterer).

F Atlas, built 2017, 63,496dwt, del Seattle, t/c trip via NoPac, $10,000 daily plus $230,000BB, redel

Japan, Dec 4 - 7, (Louis Dreyfus).

F Naias, built 2006, 73,546dwt, del Dalian, 15 to 18 months trading, $10,000 daily, redel WW, Nov

20 - 5 Dec, (Phaethon).

F Unity, Ausca relet, built 2001, 74,133dwt, del US Gulf, t/c trip, $14,300 daily plus $430,000BB,

redel Singapore-Japan range, Dec 5 - 10, (Wilmar).

F Moon Globe, built 2005, 74,432dwt, del Aratu, t/c trip, $12,500 daily plus $266,000BB, redel

Skaw-Spain range, Nov 23 - 27, (Louis Dreyfus).

F Lemessos Lion, built 2012, 74,933dwt, del Sepetiba, t/c trip, approx $15,250 daily plus $525,000BB,

redel Singapore-Japan range, Nov 18, (Ausca Shipping).

F Ecosand G.O., built 2008, 75,239dwt, del Rizhao, t/c trip via NoPac, $8,100 daily, redel Singapore-

Japan range, Prompt, (BG Shipping).

F Glyfada I, built 2009, 75,639dwt, del China-Japan-Korea range, t/c trip via Newcastle, approx

$8,500 daily, redel China, Prompt, (Tongli).

F Omicron Nikos, built 2003, 75,700dwt, del Masinloc, t/c trip via Indonesia, $12,100 daily, redel

Malaysia, Prompt, (Charterer not reported).

F Melia, built 2005, 76,225dwt, del Machong, t/c trip via Indonesia, $9,600 daily, redel Japan, Nov

19 - 20, (Asahi).

F Chris, built 2006, 76,629dwt, del Canakkale, t/c trip via Black Sea, $19,500 daily, redel Singapore-

Japan range, end-Nov, (Cofco).

F Yiannis N. G., built 2014, 81,043dwt, del Santos, t/c trip, $15,500 daily plus $550,000BB, redel

Singapore-Japan range, Nov 28, (Oldendorff).

F Dione, built 2017, 81,145dwt, del Amsterdam, t/c trip via Baltic, $10,250 daily, redel Brazil, Spot,

(Charterer not reported).

F Atalanta, built 2010, 82,094dwt, del Matsuura, t/c trip via Australia, $10,250 daily, redel India,

Nov 17, (Charterer not reported).

F Ionic Katana, built 2005, 82,936dwt, del Lanshan, t/c trip via East Australia, $9,500 daily, Nov 17,

(Damico).

F Alkimos, built 2013, 95,300dwt, del Huanghua, t/c trip via Australia, $11,200 daily, redel India,

Nov 20, (Charterer not reported).
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STOCKWATCH PRICES

Aegean Marine US 3.25 -0.50 13.10 / 3.20 -7.60

Anek Lines SA GA 0.06 -0.01 0.09 / 0.05 0.00

Attica Holdings SA GA 1.35 +0.12 1.50 / 0.76 +0.48

Box Ships Inc US 0.75 -0.25 0.00 / 0.00 +0.73

Capital Product US 3.20 -0.08 4.00 / 2.80 +0.23

Costamare Inc US 5.60 -0.44 8.18 / 5.07 -1.43

Danaos Corporation US 1.65 +0.05 3.85 / 1.25 -1.60

Diana Containerships US 6.60 -4.41 37,537 / 1.56 +2.55

Diana Shipping US 3.92 -0.47 6.20 / 2.74 +0.52

Dorian LPG Ltd US 7.29 -0.83 12.50 / 6.20 +0.30

DryShips US 3.79 -0.40 170,284 / 0.98 -7.21

Dynagas LNG Partners US 12.52 -0.67 17.93 / 12.21 -1.58

Epic Gas NO 9.04 +0.74 15.10 / 8.00 NA

Euronav NV US 8.35 -0.10 8.65 / 6.65 +0.95

Euroseas US 1.81 -0.36 3.82 / 1.13 -0.94

GasLog Ltd US 17.75 -1.20 19.20 / 12.75 +1.85

GasLog Partners LP US 22.60 -0.90 25.45 / 19.55 +2.70

Gener8 Maritime Inc US 4.63 -0.21 6.16 / 3.55 +0.49

Globus Maritime Ltd US 1.00 -0.10 12.50 / 0.86 -4.93

Kiriacoulis Med GA 0.61 -0.02 0.86 / 0.44 -0.11

Minoan Lines GA 2.10 -0.30 2.50 / 2.10 -0.30

Navios Holdings US 1.35 -0.26 2.26 / 0.95 -0.38

Navios Marit Acquis US 1.27 -0.07 2.11 / 1.08 -0.36

Navios Mar Containers NO 46.00 0.00 46.00 / 45.00 NA

Navios Marit Partners US 1.89 -0.21 2.94 / 1.40 -0.10

Navios Midstream US 7.65 -0.36 12.70 / 6.55 -2.61

Nel Lines GA 0.07 0.00 0.07 / 0.07 0.00

Neorion Syros GA 0.12 0.00 0.12 / 0.12 0.00

Ocean Rig US 24.25 -2.85 26,588/ 20.22 +22.83

OLP GA 14.80 -0.75 16.70 / 12.32 +2.10

OLTh GA 23.06 +0.06 23.90 /17.52 +4.56

Paragon Shipping US 0.02 -0.01 0.00 / 0.00 -0.23

Pyxis Tankers Inc US 1.71 -0.22 3.50 / 0.90 -0.74

Safe Bulkers US 3.00 -0.48 3.79 / 1.09 +1.22

Seanergy Maritime US 0.99 -0.19 4.70 / 0.58 -2.91

Star Bulk Carriers US 9.41 -0.58 13.40 / 4.63 +4.05

Stealthgas US 3.50 -0.09 4.78 / 2.90 -0.02

Stellar Acquisition US 10.01 -0.22 10.28 / 9.90 0.00

TEN US 4.06 -0.45 5.28 / 4.05 -0.52

Top Ships US 0.57 -0.33 5,939.0 / 0.32 -3.81

Where traded: US=United States of America;  GA=Greece;  NO=Norway
Prices: In currency of country where stock is traded:  US $ – Greece € – Norway NOK
NA: Not yet traded for full year     NR: No record available of the year-back price     NT: Not being traded at the moment.

Prices as of 16/11/2017

F Anangel Happiness, built 2008, 177,720dwt, del China, 2 laden legs trip, $19,000 daily, redel

Singapore-Japan range, Prompt, (Classic Maritime).

F Anangel Seafarer, built 2011, 179,754dwt, del China, 2 laden legs trip, $20,000 daily, redel

Singapore-Japan range, Prompt, (Classic Maritime).

F Anangel Glory, built 2012, 180,575dwt, del Rotterdam, t/c trip via Narvik, $24,000 daily, redel

Hamburg, Nov 17 - 18, (Jera Trading).

VOYAGE

F Anangel Fortune, Phaethon relet, (built 2005), 170,000 met tons 10% moloo ore, Saldanha Bay /

Qingdao, $14.25 per met ton, Fio, scale / 30,000shinc, Nov 25 - 29, (Pacific Bulk).

F Cape Providence, (built 2009), 170,000 met tons 10% moloo ore, Teluk Rubiah / Qingdao, $6.10

per met ton, Fio, 90,000shinc / 30,000shinc, Nov 20 - 25, (Vale).

F Marmaras TBN, 170,000 met tons 10% moloo ore, Port Hedland / Qingdao, $8.15 per met ton,

Fio, scale / 30,000shinc, Nov 25 - 30, (BHP Billiton).

F Marmaras TBN, 170,000 met tons 10% moloo ore, Port Hedland / Qingdao, $7.50 per met ton,

Fio, scale / 30,000shinc, Dec 2 - 4, (BHP Billiton).

F Navios Bonavis, Solebay relet, (built 2019), 170,000 met tons 10% moloo ore, Port Hedland /

Qingdao, $7.60 per met ton, Fio, 80,000shinc / 30,000shinc, Dec 3 - 5, (BHP Billiton).

F Star Polaris, built 2011, 170,000 met tons 10% moloo ore, Teluk Rubiah / Qingdao, approx $6.10

per met ton, Fio, 90,000shinc / 30,000shinc, Nov 20 - 26, (Vale).
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FROM THE MARKETPLACE
n As emergency services continue their search for at least four people who remained missing follow-

ing the disastrous flash floods that struck the western outskirts of Athens, November 15, Shipping and

Island Policy minister, Panagiotis Kouroumplis, has arranged to have a cruise ship on stand-by

should it be needed to shelter people who have lost their homes. With the confirmed death toll at 16,

hundreds of people have been forced from their properties. The Optimum Shipmanagement

Services-managed Aegean Queen (ex-Louis Aura) has been made available. The 1968-built cruise

ship can accommodate 914 people in 364 cabins.

Kouroumplis, following telephone conversations with the mayors of the areas affected, Ioanna

Kriekoukis, Giorgos Tsoukalas and Gregory Stamoulis, contacted Optimum. With the priority being

protecting human life, Kouroumplis contacted the president of Greek municipalities, Giorgos Patoulis

and the chiefs of army and navy making available vehicles to meet the immediate water supply needs

of the affected municipalities. 

n November 10, Helmepa Junior celebrated 24 years since Helmepa, then chaired by Basil

Papachristidis supported by the late Captain Vassilis C. Constantakopoulos, then vc, unanimously

approved the proposal to create the educational environmental programme Helmepa Junior for

children aged five to 13, in order to enhance the environmental awareness among tomorrow's citizens.

Since then, the programme, in cooperation with the ministries of Education, Research and Religions

and the Shipping and Island Policy has been implemented throughout Greece with a total participation

Maritime Liens

A vessel was sold at auction; when the new owner wanted to have her sail from her moorings, the port

authority refused to grant permission, because the vessel owed port dues dating back to the period

before the current owner became the successful bidder, and until the scheduled sailing date.

Port dues are vested with a maritime lien; accordingly, the port authority invoked the permanent

nature of maritime lien and sought payment for both periods pre – and post- auction.

The owner challenged pre-auction port dues, alleging previous ownership liens do not apply where

the vessel is sold at auction. This was accepted by the court and owner was not found liable to pay pre-

auction port dues. He had to pay port dues that corresponded to the period of his ownership.

Piraeus Court of Appeal Judgment no 303/2016, President: A. Theofanis, Rapporteur Judge: I. Apos-

tolopoulos, Attorneys at law: D. Tzanos, P. Dialinakis, Maritime Law Review vol. 44, p. 89.

NOTE: Although maritime liens "attach like a leech to the human skin", this is of no permanent appli-

cation in the case where the title to the vessel is transferred. 

If it is sold at auction, maritime liens are abolished; if it is transferred in the context of a commercial

s&p deal they still apply but only until three months from transfer recording with the ship registry,

unless a law suit is filed and recorded in the registry meanwhile.

The legal column was written by Manolis Eglezos, Attorney at law,

Manolis Eglezos & Associates Law Firm, Attorneys at Law and Consultants

LEGAL OPINION
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of 99,150 children and 3,604 volunteer teachers in 1,361 kindergartens and elementary schools. The

young volunteers, under the guidance of their teachers, have since implemented with great eagerness

and enthusiasm some 30,000 actions under an Action Plan, which is renewed every year and approved

by the state. Internationally and nationally the work of Helmepa Junior has been recognised, with the

movement picking up a number of awards.

n Piraeus-based naval architects NAP Engineering and Perama-based liquefied natural gas specialists

Helengi Engineering, in cooperation with Blue Star Ferries, has presented the design of a new

LNG-powered vessel. The cutting-edge design was unveiled at the Power and Propulsion Alternatives

for Ships conference, organised by the renowned Royal Institution of Naval Architects, in Rotterdam.

This design work is included within the framework of the Poseidon MED II programme, which

promotes the use of LNG as marine fuel in the eastern Mediterranean, and which is co-funded by the

European Union (EU). The three Greek companies are partners in the Poseidon MED II programme

and the comprehensive design of the ship has already received an approval-in-principle from Lloyds

Register (LR).

Overall length of the vessel will be 145mtrs, with a passenger capacity of 1,400 and a vehicle carry-

ing capacity of 1,000 lane meters. The vessel will comply with Safe Return to Port and IGF Code Rules

and Regulations (Solas). 

NAP Engineering has also collaborated with the US company HydroComp Inc, a specialist in

hydrodynamics, and whose work includes the innovative design of the ship's hull. In conjunction with

the installation and use of LNG, the vessel is projected to ultimately achieve a 10% reduction in resist-

ance and a 34% reduction in CO2 emissions, compared with diesel-powered ships.

n Four months of continuous pounding has resulted in the grounded Lomar Shipping's container ship

Kea Trader breaking in two. The 2,194teu newbuilding hard aground on a reef off New Caledonia has

broken in two vertically though early this week each piece remained in situ.

The vessel and two containers which fell into the water are being monitored by two tugs, along with

specialist anti-pollution contractors. Nine Ardent salvage workers were lifted from the vessel Novem-

ber 12, leaving 106 container of the original 756 still onboard.

Kea Trader, grounded July 12, en route from Papeete, in French Polynesia, to Noumea in New Cale-

donia. A rare ideal weather window and high tide allowed recovery teams to attempt an accelerated

refloating operation in early October. But this failed to dislodge the vessel and merely pivoted it by 60

degrees, with the rudder remaining firm in the same position. Four-fifths of the hull is sitting on the

rock reef.

n The Hellenic Federation of Enterprises (SEV) has again warned overtaxation could keep the

country's growth rates at subdued levels, while the obstacles the government is putting in the way of

big investment projects such as the Halkidiki gold mines (Eldorado Gold) and the development of

the former airport at Elliniko by the Spiro Latsis-backed Lamda Development serve as a deterrent

to other would-be investors.

In its monthly bulletin, SEV forecast the economic recovery will strengthen in 2018 and 2019, but

"the risk of remaining on a course of anaemic growth persists, as overtaxation puts pressure on incomes

and consumption". SEV adds "at the same time, various bureaucratic and licensing obstacles that the

government creates or finds hard to overcome are reversing the planning and implementation of

emblematic investments that enjoy international interest, such as Eldorado Gold and Elliniko".

SEV adds that given the global competition to attract capital, the unjustifiable delays and obstacles

to major investment projects in Greece generate reluctance among potential investors to put their

money in the country.

Meanwhile, market experts have identified significant discrepancies between the concession agree-
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ment for the Elliniko plot and the terms the Culture ministry approved in the Integrated Development

Plan and the Strategic Study of Environmental Effects for the project. 

Four main issues have been pinpointed, related to classifying 300,000sqm.tr as an archaeological

area, to the reduction of the maximum height of buildings on the plot from 170-200mtrs to about

150mtr, the demand for a minimum distance of 100mtr between existing buildings and new ones, and

turning the Aghios Kosmas cape into an archaeological park.

n General secretary for Ports, Port Policy and Maritime Investment, Christos Lambridis visited

Heraklion, Crete, to inaugurate the port's new cruise terminal and oversee the work completed and

ongoing projects.

"The Shipping ministry's main goal is to increase the benefits of cruise activity for the local and

national economy," said Lambridis, adding the port is a "significant infrastructure project that will

allow Heraklion to be a homeport, multiplying the benefits for the economy of the city and the region".

The Heraklion Port Authority (OLH) has entered into agreements with cruise companies for 2018.

Some 23 cruise ships called at Heraklion in October with three more this month. Following the suc-

cessful completion of three homeporting calls, TUI Cruises has announced five homeport approaches

in 2018.

Lambridis said: "With the realisation of projects worth €2m, local authorities managed to achieve

significant gains from the operation in a period of economic crisis, but also with problems in the cruise

industry due to external issues related to the political situation in the Eastern Mediterranean."

n The insurance market is buzzing with speculation regarding a future home for the London Steam-

Ship Owners' Mutual Insurance Association (London Club) P&I club, as a result of Brexit. Cyprus

and Malta are seen as potential domiciles for a new operation, though Luxembourg is in the mix.

Other P&I clubs are heading to Luxembourg, Dublin, Amsterdam and possibly Copenhagen.

Cyprus is an established insurance, financial and shipowning centre in the Eastern Mediterranean, and

close to Greece, where the London has a strong membership and this has seen Greece's Shipping and

Island Policy minister, Panagiotis Kouroumplis, speaking to the club.

Cyprus has a legal system based on English common law and is already the base of the American

Club owned American Hellenic Hull Insurance Co. The London Club is one of the smaller Interna-

tional Group (IG) mutuals insuring a 54m gt fleet with a strong claims handling reputation.

n Highly anticipated rules slashing the amount of sulphur ships worldwide can legally burn in their

engines will come in force in 2020 with no delays or exceptions, the Imo said November 16. Imo last

year finalised rules requiring ships worldwide to cut their sulphur emissions to 0.5% by 2020, from

3.5% now.

The broader shipping and refining industries are still not sure how they will comply with the rules,

and the Imo is holding sessions in February and later in 2018 on "how to ensure consistent implementa-

tion." – See 'Greener Shipping Summit', pages 1 and 3.

n Cyprus-based Columbia Marlow has won the Tanker Shipping & Trade Operational Excellence

Award for 2017 for its work in pushing the boundaries in innovation and digitalisation in the global

maritime industry.

Receiving the award at an Awards Dinner in London's West End, Mark O'Neil, Columbia Marlow
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ceo, described the partnership with Lufthansa Industry Solutions as "industry disruptive" and "trans-

formational".

He praised the expertise and focus of Lufthansa and Columbia Marlow's inhouse IT / Digitalisation

specialists Blue Dynamics enabling Columbia Marlow to formulate its digital vision and digital agen-

da and embark upon its objective to provide the highest standards of information technology and per-

formance monitoring in the industry. 

Blue Dynamics – a cutting edge software company previously set up by Columbia and Marlow – and

Lufthansa Industry Solutions announced they would work together in partnership with Columbia Mar-

low in May of this year in what was described as a new era for blue sky thinking in the maritime sector.

n The UK Ship Register has signed its first ever unmanned vessel to the flag. ASV Global's C-

Worker 7 will be used for work such as subsea positioning, surveying and environmental monitoring.

It can be used under direct control, semi-manned or completely unmanned.

Doug Barrow, director UK Ship Register said: "By supporting emerging technologies such as

autonomous systems, we are helping to keep the UK at the forefront of the global maritime industry." 

ASV has designed and built more than 80 vessels which are now deployed all over the world in the

service of the oil and gas, scientific and defence sectors.

n Consolidation will continue in shipping, but probably more in drips than the deluge that some

would prefer, the Marine Money Ship Finance Forum was told. Issues of compatibility among

executives, directors and the hedge funds/private equity firms standing behind shipowner continue to

frustrate a happening that otherwise has every reason to be more commonplace, said Andrew

Bednar, a partner in the advisory firm Perella Weinberg.

"I don't see a huge uptick in consolidation activity, (although) there will be transactions in the next

12 months," said Bednar. "The issues are complex, but not because they're complicated. The complexi-

ty involves the human condition. It involves the personalities of the management, board members and

financial partners of the owners. They often are misaligned, even as public investors are screaming

from more consolidation."

n With some 533 delegates representing 161 companies and organisations from 15 countries signed up

to spend eight hours, November 14, at the Greener Shipping Summit 2017 at the Eugenides

Foundation, there was much to discuss, indeed debate as to the best way ahead for shipping in an ever

more crowded regulatory regime. Under the general focus: 'New Requirements – The Horizon is

Crowded', the event was organised by Newsfront / Naftiliaki in conjunction with, and under the

auspices of, Greek shipping's technical body, Martecma, and through interaction between industry

leaders, classification societies and panels comprising market analysts, the bunker industry, manu-

facturers of environmental friendly ship's equipment and service provider and shipowners, delegates

looked at the impact of the forthcoming evolution in new shipping regulations and the challenges

attached to complying with them. The role innovation is playing in the industry's future as well as how

best, and what is available to enable ship operators to meet the regulatory requirements was debated.

Keynote speaker Dragos Rauta, technical director, Intertanko, launched proceedings by looking at

what is needed to "keep afloat on a big green tsunami". In all, some 26 presentations were made

ON AND OFF THE AKTI MIAOULI

PEOPLE & PLACES
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providing delegates with plenty to talk about as they mull the challenges and make the decisions aimed

at making shipping even more efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly. A full report of the

Greener Shipping Summit 2017 will be presented in Naftiliaki's Annual Index to Greek Shipping,

published end-December. – See stories page 1 and 3.

n Under the title, 'Is the world changing', the 4th Athens triennial meeting held under the auspices of

Greek president, Prokopios Pavlopoulos and the London-based Costas Grammenos Centre for

Shipping, Trade & Finance and Cass Business School, City, University of London, certainly

showed perhaps it is. Held November 10 - 11, at the Onassis Cultural Centre, under the watchful eye

of Professor Grammenos, the event featured some 66 presentations, 48 of them delivered by STF

graduates, who have made their mark in the industry, holding senior positions in enterprises ranging

from shipowning, shipbroking, banking, education, ship finance, the capital markets, tourism,

logistics and industry. Indeed, the self-styled 'Grammenites' thick on the ground were looking at the

industry a little differently, than is usually the case, whether presenting or just networking. One got a

clear feeling Greek and international shipping is in better hands as a result of the efforts of Professor

Costas Grammenos and the STF which has produced some 3,600 graduates.

n StealthGas president and ceo, Harry Vafias hosted a meeting of businessmen and politicians with

Sheik Salman bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, son of the the Prime minister of Bahrain and cousin of the

current ruler of the country. Sheik Salman, a well known friend of Greece, was visiting the country to

attend the Hellenic-Arabic Conference, November 9 and 10. During the meeting Sheik Salman

expressed his admiration of Greek culture and the arts and invited all guests to visit Bahrain and

explore areas of potential investment and interest, specifically mentioning as areas of cooperation,

transportation, shipbuilding, financial services, retail, agriculture and pharmaceuticals. Present were

businessmen Nicholas and Harry Vafias, Paris Kalitsatzis (AKTOR), George Koutsolioutsos

(Follie Follie), Christos Kopelouzos (Promitheas Gas), Vassilis Apostolopoulos (Athens Medical

Group) and Tawfic Khoury (CCC), while from the political side were two former shipping ministers,

Miltiadis Varvitsiotis and Adonis Georgiadi, and George Koumoutsakos (shadow minister for

Foreign Affairs).

n The Hellenic Ship Suppliers & Exporters Association (HSSEA) hosted the 62nd International

Shipsuppliers & Exporters Association (ISSA) annual convention and exhibition, November 10 - 11,

at the Divani Caravel Hotel, Athens. Addressing the convention, Nikolaos Mavrikos noted Greece

last hosted this event 13 years ago. He said the HSSEA has 116 members, 90 of whom have at least

20 years of experience and many of them have a strong exporting activity. The total turnover of the

sector, in 2016 was €260m ($291m) and it could exceed €500m if the Finance ministry met requests

to widening tax exemptions and remove bureaucratic obstacles to come into line with European

standards. The sector employees about 1,500 persons, is well organized with modern facilities and

certified by ISO, HACCP and as Authorized Economic Operator. During the event Abdul Hameed

Hajah from the UAE was elected ISSA president.

n The Onassis group's Olympic Shipping & Management has appointed Theo Kalkanteras new

commercial director in charge of chartering the company's tankers. Kalkanteras, 37, a former

manager at Maran Tankers, has more than 11 years of chartering experience in tankers, LNG and dry

cargo. He has worked as a senior chartering manager at Maran (UK) Ltd, collecting experience in

several companies of the Angelicoussis Shipping Group, such as Maran Gas and Agelef Shipping.

A trained economist and Athens University graduate, he replaces Loucas Tsangarides who left the

Onassis company to join Maran Tankers' chartering department in London.

n Apostolos Poulovassilis has left the George Melissanidis-led tanker operator Aegean Shipping
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Management, just a year after joining the company as its ceo. He is to be replaced by Nick Hondos,

who has been gm of Aegean Bunkering Services. In the statement, Poulovassilis said he is "stepping

down to pursue new challenges in the industry" and that he is working closely with Hondos to ensure

a smooth transition.

n Yet another name has joined the growing list of Greek ship brokerages. Greece's Matsas family has

established an s&p brokerage, Matsas Shipbrokers which is the idea of sisters Loukia Matsa,

Ioanna Matsa and Marina Doukas. They are the fifth generation of the family to be active in

shipping during its 137-year history and the brokerage which will engage in newbuildings,

secondhand deals and the demolition market, is the first in this area of the shipping business. The

group, now best known as Loucas G Matsas Salvage & Towage has been involved in both dry

cargo and offshore support vessel ownership and operation in the past.

n Marine disasters from the insurance prespective was the focus of an event organised by the Chios

Marine Club, November 1, in the Angelicoussis Group's auditorium and sponsored by SM Sigma

Maritime Technical Consultants and presented by the Swedish Club Greece. Keynote speaker,

Stelios Magkanaris, provided an overview of the applicable policies and practices adopted in marine

insurance contracts presenting real case studies where the casualty was viewed from the insurers'

perspective and the entailing complexities and considerations were demonstrated in practice. Manos

Strongilos, SM Sigma director contributed with his own insight and experience obtained during his

career, both as a superintendent engineer and as the former technical manager of The Swedish Club

Greece. The club's senior underwriter, Maria Yiassa offered a comprehensive description of the

Swedish Club's background and fields of activity in both the global and the Greek shipping com-

munities, while Chios club president, Konstantinos Vasileiadis presented Yiassa and Magkanaris

with the Chios Marine Club coat of arms.

n The need to update the general port regulation to improve the mooring of cruise ships in Greek

ports was the focus of a workshop last week at the Shipping and Island Policy ministry. Shipping

minister, Panagiotis Kouroumplis, noted the authorities had been in the process of recording all

Greek ports and their specifications in the efforts to strengthen and facilitate the cruise sector.

General Secretary for Ports, Port Policy and Maritime Investment, Christos Lambridis repeated the

minister's call to companies interested in making use of Greek ports to submit their plans. Two

electronic mooring systems were also presented by the port authorities of Corfu and Piraeus in efforts

to deal with increasing incoming cruise ship traffic as the workshop focused on the need to establish

a nationwide berth allocation system to allow cruise companies to have real-time information and

data for short- and long-term planning. 

n Old boy Nicolas Tsavliris, has been elected chairman of Athens College, one of Greece's most

prestigious schools. The Tsavliris Salvage Group principal graduated from the college in 1966 and

its alma mater includes several leading Greek shipowners. The 92-year old school has about 5,000

students and 1,000 staff over two campuses, and is run by the Hellenic-American Educational

Foundation, a non-profit organisation. 

n George Kastanas, founder and director of Hellenic Marine Adjusters SA, will be the keynote

speaker at the upcoming, November 23, meeting of Sname / Greek Section. Titled: Hull & Machi-

nery Claims - Reasonable Cost of Repairs, the lecture will focus on items of expenditure considered

as part of the reasonable cost of repairs and claimed under the H&M policies of insurance of the

BULLETIN BOARD
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vessel. Typical items of expenditure include removal expenses, temporary repairs, in case of tankers

cost of gas freeing/tank cleaning, drydocking dues & general services, supply of spare parts including

air transportation, fees and expenses of shipowners superintendent and classification surveyor will be

presented. The presentation will commence at 19:00 hours in the auditorium of Maran and Alpha

Tankers, 354 Syngrou Avenue, Kallithea, Athens and will be followed by a reception. Participation is

free for professional and student members, €5 for non-member students and €10 for non-member

professionals. Further information: Tel: 210 4528 205 / Fax: 210 4528 202 / E-mail: siliogrammenou

@sname.org 

n Global Industrial Events will host, November 28-29, a global shipping and maritime technology

summit in Athens, where companies from around the globe will meet with key players in the

industry. Some 30 presentations will be made at the summit to be held at the Radisson Blu Park

Hotel, Athens, primarily covering shipping, shipbuilding, and green maritime technology topics in

order to decrease pollution at sea and increase the efficiency of vessels for the EU2020 target. Further

information: Tel:+44 20 32 86 70 71 / E-mail: info@gie.events

n The ILO Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC, 2006) is the focus of a November 29 - 30

course being offered by Lloyd's Register (LR). The course aims to help develop a practical approach

to the interpretation and application of the ILO Maritime Labour Convention, 2006 (MLC, 2006) and

will feature a highly participative combination of presentations, group discussions, case studies plus

individual and syndicate exercises. The course has been granted official IMarEST CPD recognition

and delegates will receive a certificate upon successful completion of the course. The fee is €930, with

enrollment deadline on November 24. Further information: Jenny Filippakou, Business Specialist -

South Europe East SDS - Marine & Offshore, Tel: 210 4580 819 / E-mail: lloydspiraeustraining

@lr.org

n DNV GL's Maritime Academy Hellas is offering, December 1, a course on ECDIS – Electronic

Chart Display Information System in cooperation with Costamare Maritime Training Services SA.

As we have already entered a new era of electronic navigation in the shipping industry, vessels, crews,

shipping companies and managers in general should adapt to the new requirements of navigation and

must make that transition as smooth as possible. Training, education, diligence, monitoring is crucial

to be always updated. The day to day operations on board the ships have changed drastically and

navigating officers should be familiarised, prudent, competent and well prepared in order to build 

a safe, efficient and productive environment. Course fee is €400 plus VAT and registration deadline

is November 24.

n DNV GL's Maritime Academy Hellas is offering, December 4 - 5, an internal auditor ISM–ISPS-

MLC for shipping companies workshop that introduces the different types and phases of audits and

the principles for their conduct. With the introduction of the ISM and the ISPS Code, the

requirements to audit safety and security systems within companies and on board ships brought the

subject of competence of internal auditors to the fore. Even though the ILO Maritime Labour

Convention (MLC) 2006 does not specifically require internal audits it just makes sense to integrate

the required MLC inspections into the existing ISM/ISPS auditing system. This is also a good

measure to save time and money. Furthermore, major flag States have already stipulated that internal

Maritime Labour Inspections shall be carried out annually. 

The workshop is highly interactive with focus on the involvement of participants in group work,

feedback exercises, brain storming sessions and role plays. A written exam will be employed to test

your level of achievement with respect to the learning objectives and as a basis to issue a certificate.

Cost of the workshop is €800 plus VAT, and registration deadline is November 24. Further information
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on either course: Germanischer Lloyd Hellas Survey M.E.P.E., Marina Papaioannou, Maritime Acade-

my Hellas, DNV GL – Maritime, Tel: 210 4100 200 / Fax: 210 4226 708 / E-mail: marina. papaioan-

nou@dnvgl.com

n The Hellenic Management Center (HMC) is holding as tanker operations seminar divided into four

150-minute sessions. The specific areas covered: Operations department and its daily functions and

activities; Agency appointment; Disbursement accounts; Voyage charter, time charter, berth / port c/p;

Operations voyage results / cumulative fleet results; Freight calculation; Operations department

financial activities; and Claims and disputes. The course is being held on December 5, 7, 12, 14

between the hours of 19:00 and 21:30. Cost is €300 and the course takes place in HMC's premises, 1

Platonos and 18 Sotiros Dios Streets, 185 35 Piraeus. Further information: Tel +30 210 4125 945 /

Fax +30 210 4125 947.

n DNV GL is holding a survey simulator – hull inspection bulk carriers course, December 7. This

course aims at offering a basic knowledge of the hull structure of Bulk Carriers and at improving the

participants' understanding and influence on how they carry out inspections as part of owner's own

inspection scheme and in connection with class surveys.

The course is delivered through combinations of lectures, videos, group discussion, cases and inter-

active inspection in simulated conditions with the use of unique 3-D Survey Simulator enabling the

participants to retain a much higher degree of knowledge than through common show-and tell-tech-

niques. Deadline for enrollments is November 30 and the fee is €400 plus VAT.

n A PSC interactive workshop is being given by DNV GL's Maritime Academy Hellas on December

8. With PSC regimes becoming more active in recent years to take measures to ensure ships meet

international safety, security and environmental standards, and crew members had adequate living

and working conditions. This one-day workshop offers practical guidance on how to prepare for and

manage PSC inspections. Participants will be introduced to a number of useful PSC tools specially

developed by DNV GL to support ship operators in achieving compliant operations. Active

participation in the workshop is stimulated through the study of actual cases. Enrolments until

November 28; the course fee is €400 plus VAT. Further information on these two DNV GL courses:

DNV GL Hellas SA, Vassilia Dimitrakou, Maritime Academy Hellas DNV GL - Maritime, Tel: 210

4100 200 / E-mail: vassilia.dimitrakou@dnvgl.com

n Some 300 operators and decision makers from the marine industry are expected to attend the 11th

annual two-day scientific conference of the Hellenic Institute of Marine Technology (Elint). The

event will take place December 12 - 13 at the Eugenides Foundation, Athens, and will promote the

scopes of the organisation, giving support to and facilitating the exchange of contacts and experience

amongst its members and the international shipping community. 

Also, the conference's main target is to continue its educative role, expand the networking opportu-

nities as well as demonstrating its role of being the center for the exchange of information among its

members, by focusing on discussing, analysing and promoting the innovative trends in the marine

industry today. Further information: www.elint.org.gr


